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Reshia's Taste of Heaven Mobile Food Est

3 comp sink not set up Qa

Fridge 51

Cooked beef patties steam well
Cooked diced chicken steam well
Cooked shrimp steam well
Broccoli steam table
Raw shrimp fridge 3 hours
Sliced tomatoes fridge 3 hours

Hot Holding
Hot Holding
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Hot Holding
Cooling
Cooling
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1: Pic described warewashing procedures as rinsing off utensils in hand wash 
sink. When asked about sanitizer, pic pointed to spray bottle of Lysol. After 
describing proper warewashing procedure, pic remembered jug of quat stored 
under driver seat. No running water to sinks. Managerial control not established 
as evidenced by operator demonstration of knowledge, no ANSI certified 
manager present along with several priority violations present. 
8: Intermittent flow of cold water, no hot water available at hand sink. Flow of 
cold water was not sufficient to reliably and consistently wash hands. Operator 
claimed it was working earlier. Unit is closed for imminent health hazard. 
13: Open bag of raw shrimp stored directly beside open pre-sliced cheese in 
fridge door shelf. Raw meats and eggs must be separated and stored below 
ready to eat foods. Will email food storage fact sheet. Cos pic rearranged fridge. 
19: Broccoli in steam well temps 124F. Pic stated he keeps heat setting lower for 
vegetables for quality reasons. Cos by pic discarding, discussed hot holding 
vegetables and tcs foods at 135F or higher. 
31: Ambient temp of fridge is 51F per thermapen. Raw shrimp and sliced 
tomatoes were prepped or used within past 3 hours and returned to fridge per 
pic. In current state, fridge unable to cool foods to 41F or less, advise pic service 
fridge and use ice to cool food in meantime. 
34: No thermometer in fridge. Cooling equipment must have a thermometer. 
46: No test strips available. Establishments required to have appropriate test 
strips. 
48: No hot water available at hand sink or 3 comp sink
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2: Pic has knowledge
3:  (IN) There are no food workers observed working with specific reportable symptoms or illnesses.
4:  (IN) Employee isn't drinking, eating, or using tobacco in a food preparation area.
5:  (IN) No employees exhibiting persistent coughing, sneezing, runny nose, or watery eyes.
6: Did not observe any hand washing during inspection, however did not observe employees work with food as well. 
7:  (IN) Employees are observed using suitable utensils or gloves to prevent bare hand (or arm) contact with ready-to-eat 
foods.
9: See food source 
10:  (NO): No food received during inspection.
11:  (IN) All food was in good, sound condition at time of inspection.
12:  (NA) Shell stock not used and parasite destruction not required at this establishment.
14:  (IN) All food contact surfaces of equipment and utensils cleaned and sanitized using approved methods.
15:  (IN) No unsafe, returned or previously served food served.
16: No cooking observed during inspection 
17:  (NO) No TCS foods reheated during inspection.
18: Raw shrimp amd sliced tomatoes were prepped or used last around 3 hours ago per pic. Foods were within 4 hour 
cooling window to reach 41F or less and placed innfridge. Fridge ambient temp was 51F. See item 31. 
20: All tcs foods in lone fridge were cooling
21:  (NO) There are no foods requiring date marking in the facility at the time of the inspection.
22:  (NA) No food held under time as a public health control.
23:  (NA) Establishment does not serve animal food that is raw or undercooked.
24:  (NA) A highly susceptible population is not served.
25:  (NA) Establishment does not use any additives or sulfites on the premises.
26:  (IN) All poisonous or toxic items are properly identified, stored, and used.
27:  (NA) Establishment is not required to have a variance or HACCP plan, performs no special processes.
57: 
58:

See last page for additional comments.
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See last page for additional comments.



Source Type: Food Source: Gfs, Restaurant Depot

Source Type: Water Source: City

Source Type: Source:

Source Type: Source:

Source Type: Source:
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Establishment closed due imminent health hazard: no running hot or cold water available. Operator must correct 
all priority items (1 - 27 on report) and restore running water to unit then contact brennen.boone@tn.gov for 
steps to reopen unit. 

Follow up inspection must be performed within 10 days of first inspection.

Additional Comments


